
client-Oriented Research Programs." an advocate, for future symposia and Natural Resources Building,
The three participants agreed in perhaps publication and distribution Michigan State University, East

their findings on several points: that of the proceedings of future symposia. Lansing, Michigan 48824-1222.
the adaptive and applied research The following individuals were The Planning Committee for the
functions of FSR/E have been the selected to become the Task Force: 1989 Symposium (scheduled for 8 to
most successfully implemented; that George H. Axinn, Michigan State 11 October) has set aside time for a
FSR/E has played an important University, CHAIR Business Meeting of the potential
bridging role between extension and Virgitio Carangal, IRRI, Phillipines new association on the first morning
agricultural research; that FSR/E Jacques Faye, SAFGRAD/OAU, of the Symposium. Among other
teams placed under research Burkina Faso matters to be discussed at that
divisions have better access to Hilary Feldstein, New Hampshire session will be (1) the purpose of the
research results and can influence Timothy J. Finan, University of association, (2) a name of the
priorities easier than those placed Arizona association, (3) constitution and
under extension; and that FSR/E by Cornelia Flora, Kansas State by-laws, (4) officers for the next year,
itself cannot be expected to make a University (5) means of publication of future
major impact within the limitations of A. M. Foster, BCCI, Zambia proceedings (possibly in quarterly
a three- or five-year project. Anita Frio, IRRI, Phillipines installations), and (6) finance of an
Committee Retires, Peter E. Hildebrand, University of association and of future symposia.
Task Force is Established Florida Depending on decisions made at

At the final evening session of the Robert E. Hudgens, Winrock that time, the group may go ahead
Symposium the Farming Systems International, Arkansas with decisions on the site of the 1990
Network Steering Committee Paul Kleene, DSA/CIRAD, France Symposium, and other future plans.
presented a report on its activities Liu Xin-Hao, Beijing Agricultural Preliminary effort in this direction
during the year on behalf of the University includes an open invitation to
Network, including study results of the Harold J. McArthur, University of institutions which might be interested
"Assessment of FSR/E Experiences," Hawaii in hosting future symposia. Since
a compilation of available FSR/E Susan Poats, Florida planning for such a large international
training offerings, response to Donald E. Voth, University of meeting usually takes several years,
USAID's concept paper for future Arkansas it is hoped that some "head start" will
support to FSR/E, and USAID Two others who were deeply be achieved during this year.
funding for this, the first of four involved in the management of the According to Axinn, "The Task
transitional FSR/E Newsletter issues, last two symposia, and who are Force is an open group, and inputs
Steering Committee members were responsible for much of the planning from anyone interested in farming
rendered a standing ovation for their and implementation of the next systems research and extension are
efforts on behalf of the Network; symposium, are serving as ex-officio welcome. The present membership
members included Kathy Alison, members. They are: Tom Westing, was either nominated or volunteered
Jerry Eckert, Cornelia Flora, Tim Director of International Agricultural during the last Symposium, or was
Frankenberger, Peter Hildebrand, Programs at the University of co-opted by the Chair because of
Michael Joshua, Steve Kearl, Arkansas; and Beth Barham, of the prior experience. They represent only
Rosalee Norem, and Tom Westing. same office. the informal collection of individuals
Ex-officio members included Chris Five committees have been who have been involved in recent
Andrew, Roberto Castro, Jim appointed, and are giving thought to symposia."
Chapman, Kerry Byrnes, and Henk the needs of the future. They are: "It is appropriate," he believes, "that
Knipsheer. Special appreciation was Future Symposia Program and Site these individuals come from Africa,
extended to USAID and to Winrock Committee (Harold McArthur, Chair); Asia, Europe, and Latin America as
International for their generous Editorial Committee (Cornelia Flora, well as North America. That reflects
support to Steering Committee Chair); Finance Committee (Robert symposia participation. Those from
activities. E. Hudgens, Chair); Constitution the USA are probably over-rep-

During the Open Network Forum Drafting Committee (Timothy Finan, resented, but that is for convenience
which followed, an Ad Hoc Task Chair); and Nominating Committee during this ad hoc year, in which
Force was selected to further the (Donald Voth, Chair). Any readers of communication is being carried on
interests of those present that there this FSR/E Newsletter who would like without financial support. If an
should be similar symposia in the to participate in these activities are Association for Sustainable Farming
future. The instruction given to the encouraged to write to George Axinn, Systems is actually formed, its
group was to make preliminary plans or to contact one of the Committee managing committees will probably
for some kind of an association which Chairs. Axinn is Professor, Depart- reflect the world-wide nature of the
might become a sponsor, or at least mentof Resource Development, 323 farming systems approach."
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